Gummo brings a new dimension
to the humble postage stamp.
Launch of the world’s first
Augmented reality stamp.
March 28th marks the launch of the world’s first ever (ever!) Augmented reality stamp.
In 2010 Gummo, an Amsterdam based advertising agency, was approached by the Dutch Post Office
(TNT Post) to design a stamp on the theme of ‘extraordinary and yet to be completed architectural
projects in The Netherlands.’
Together with the Dutch Architecture Institute (NAi) Gummo selected five visionary projects from the
following architectural firms: MVRDV, Neutelings Riedijk Architecten, Studio Marc Vermeulen & HAU,
SeARCH en ZUS.
As the natural two-dimensional limitations of a postage stamp could never do justice to the full majesty of
these projects, Gummo decided to investigate the possibilities of the world of Augmented reality.
Augmented reality offers the possibility of bringing the buildings to life in all their three dimensional glory,
simply by holding the stamps in front of your computer. However, fitting this technology onto something as
tiny as a stamp proved particularly challenging. After searching high and low across the face of the earth,
Gummo eventually found the solution right beneath its nose at DPI Animation House in The Hague. They
proved – despite the size limitations of a stamp – that it was indeed possible to bring these buildings to life
in a beautiful way.
So if you go to www.toekomstinbeweging.nl from March 28th and hold one of the special stamps in front of
your webcam, you’ll be able to see (and marvel at) the building in 3D from every possible angle. And if you
buy the complete set and do the same with the sheet of five stamps, you’ll be presented with a bonus image
of the renovated NAI building on your screen. Like a sort of Easter egg, if you will.
Enjoy!
Editor’s Note:
Date and time of the launch: march 28, 2011
For more information about the design and development of the stamp, please contact:
Gummo, Sterre Jongerius sterre@gummo.nl 0031- 20 330 64 64
For more information check: http://pressdoc.com/p/000d5n

